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Abstract— In recent years, the way of learning has extended its popularity in the field of engagement with lecture content. 

Ethical practice of facilitating learning and improving performance by creating an integrated environment. Technological 

tools and media the assists in the communication of knowledge, and its development and exchange. The techniques needed 

to develop the integrated environment as Presentation, White board, Text chat and Voice chat. Remote connection directly 

supports both client and server to communicate within a network. The techniques used to rectify the systematic errors that 

occurred in programming Language based lectures. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

E-learning is occurred in both synchronous and asynchronous. Synchronous learning interacts with all participants interacting 

at the same time. Our project deals about synchronous E-Learning. Synchronized learning is used to create an open mind 

because they have to listen and learn from their peers that help the students to interact [1]. It occurs in real-time, with all 

participants interacting at the same time. Our project deals about synchronous E-Learning. The theory describes the effective 

multimedia learning using electronic educational technology using cognitive principles. Cognitive research and theory suggests 

the choice of provide concurrent multimedia modality may enhance learning, as May application several other principles. The 

underlying theoretical premise, cognitive load theory, describes the amount of mental effort that relates to performing a task as 

falling into one of the three categories: Germane, intrinsic and extraneous. E-learning approaches mitigate the lack of feedback 

available to students and lecturers in videos and traditional lecturer. 

 
Fig. 1: E-learning 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Student’s perception has been positive as has the level of Interaction. E-learning requires a high-level of self-discipline and 

personal time management.White board presentation gives much better learning concentration of difficult lectures. We also add 

a remote connection technique to directly rectify the systematic errors that occurred in programming Language based lectures.  

 
Fig. 2: Overview Architecture 
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A. Server and Client Side Design 

1) Server Side Design 

 
Fig. 3: Server side view 

2) Client Side Design 

 
Fig. 4: Client side view 

B. Presentation 

Successful e-Learning students are able to study independently and join study time into their busy lives. Students set aside 

regular study time. E-Learning requires a real commitment to keep up with the flow of the process and to finish within the 

required time. In this the presentation leads to improve quick understanding of the topic with the help of different slides with 

audio [2]. The crucial foundation and shortcuts not occur. Irrespective of whether the occasion is formal or informal, you should 

always aim to give a clear, well-structured delivery. Presentation exactly know what to say and the order in what to describe 

the work Fig 2.1.  Clarity of ideas and good organization should result in a lively, logical and compelling message. 

 
Fig. 5: Presentation module 

C. Writing a Presentation 

The page offers advice on how to write an effective presentation. Before presentation, the ideas will be described properly. The 

presentation method decided on your key messages, and thought about organizing your material, you next need to think about 

how you will present [3]. Presentations range from the formal to the informal, and your choice of presentation method will 

depend on factors, such   audience, the venue, the facilities, and your own preferences. An algorithm to compute a presentation 

by using push forward. Any matrix A associated to B   called a presentation matrix of M Fig 2.2. If M admits a presentation, 

then we say that M is a finite presented module. For any finite presented module M there is the associated family of Fitting 

ideals in R. If M admits a presentation as above, then the k-th Fitting ideal of M is given by 
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D. Working with Visual Aids 

Most visual aids will need advance preparation and be operated with efficiency. Only use visual aids if they are necessary to 

support interest and aid comprehension: do not use them just to show your technological prowess. If visual aids used well, they 

will enhance a presentation by adding impact and strengthening audience involvement, but if not, they can ruin a presentation 

 
Fig. 6: Visual Aids 

III. PRESENTATION MODULE 

A. Whiteboard Presentation 

E-learning is the ability to efficiently read and interpret instructions is a critical skill. Most activities and communications are 

also written, so it is important to comfortable with your ability to express yourself through writing. White boards wants the 

students to share their thinking and move toward a group compromise about an idea. At the beginning of a unit this is effective 

in eliciting students’ prior knowledge. After an experiment, white boards help student draw conclusions from data. As an 

assessment tool, white boards give the teacher an opportunity to hear students explain their thinking. Most importantly, the 

white boards create an atmosphere in the classroom where thoughts are student generated, important to students. Developing 

their own evidenced based knowledge. The traditional ‘lecture only’ classroom environment has been enhanced recently by the 

use of educational software tools and on-line tool Fig 3.1. These enhancements are shown to promote faster learning an 

environment of mixed-mode teaching delivery methods are increasing to the level of student expectations. Presentation tools 

are also increasing in popularity. An interactive electronic white board is an excellent tool for distance learning, where 

participants be physically at more than one site concurrently. It has demonstrates that the use of the electronic white board in a 

virtual classroom environment, via tele lectures from a remote location, can offer an appropriate visual and contextual realism, 

as it allows for natural interaction between the lecturer and the students. Teaching with Tablet PCs has recently attracted 

attention as a potential tool for educational use and a Classroom Presenter system for delivering computer science courses. 

Surveys of this system indicate that students pay more attention and gain a better understanding of the course material. The 

system is extended for collaboration and active learning within the classroom, where students could send digital ink-based 

material to the lecturer, within a classroom, Signal processing education relies on update with technologies constantly being 

generated by new research in the field. The paper describes the method and technology used in developing an interactive white 

board teaching. Features of the laboratory are the mixed modes of delivery, which include the broadcast of a lecturer’s desktop 

to student monitors to prove a lesson. 

A line drawing algorithm is a graphical algorithm for approximating a line segment on discrete graphical media. On 

discrete media, such as pixel based displays and printers, line drawing requires such an approximation. A better representation 

with multiple color gradations requires an advanced process, spatial anti-aliasing. 

 
Fig. 7: White board View 
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B. Text Chat 

Before the modern Internet came into existence chat systems has been used. Today there are variety of chat systems of varying 

complexity. Most of these chat systems require a user that creates an account to be used with the provided service. There has 

been various research when it comes to networks, network communication and the use of Peer-To-Peer software has become 

developing popular. The report describes one possible way to implement a chat system using a Peer-To-Peer model instead of 

a client/server model without the need to sign up for the specified service to be able to use it. 

Peer-To-Peer communication mechanisms are used in order to get drawbacks of client/server model suffers from. The 

following points are a few of the drawbacks that the classic client/server model suffer from 

 It has been a single point of failure. Essentially it means that if the server goes down the service cannot able to function 

properly if it is even able to function at all. 

 The server need to serve a high amount of work because the requests in the system is directed to the server, so the load of 

all server is high. 

 Peer-To-Peer is abbreviated as P2P and the abbreviation is used throughout the rest of the report. P2P communication is 

very interesting and potentially effective mainly because it takes away the single point of failure drawback that the 

client/server application suffers from and it gives an application a distributed communication instead. 

 It enables peers to communicate directly with each other instead of having a middle server where all communication passes 

through. It makes possible for a properly implemented P2P application to tolerate loss of multiple nodes and each node 

will possibly perform a balanced amount of work (in relation to the total amount of work for all nodes). 

 Comparing with a client/server application that has a single central server, meaning that if the server goes offline it is not 

possible to use the application at all. 

 The central server will have a high load of work to be performed since it will need to serve possibly all    upcoming requests, 

while in a P2P application each node  serve a portion of the total amount of requests since the work has been distributed 

on each node. The central idea of a P2P system is not to use a centralized server for serving requests. 

 Some P2P systems is cheating a liitle bit in some sense by using a server to get the P2P communication started. 

 
Fig. 8: Text chat login Form 

 
Fig. 9: Text chat window 

It has a library for dealing with TCP connections and another library for dealing with UDP connections which both 

contain useful and simple to use functions for handling network connections. Both TCP and UDP connections can be configured 

to be active. 

The Chat server runs on .net framework and is constructed by peer to peer technology. It can be used anywhere in a 

network. A chat is a casual conversation. The term has associated mostly with online chat services or computer programs to 

access same, including telephone services (where the program is on a voice mail server). Among computer users, ’chat’ defines 

especially multi-person “chat room” facilities. Also, today the most popular means of chatting online are instant messaging 

applications. Most of the online chats supports email communication and deferred delivery of messages. It can also support 

voice and video chat. Online chat can refer to any kind of communication over the internet, but it is primarily meant to refer 

the direct one to one chat or chat rooms. 
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C. Voice Chat 

The purpose of this is to design and implement a telephony program that uses p2p (Peer-to-Peer) model as a means of 

communication between systems at no cost. The system will allow users to search for other individuals and to establish free 

p2p voice connections, or to establish virtual connection through Access Points (AP. The system will use a novel algorithm to 

get IP address and use it as a mean for contacting other system over p2p or AP using IP address. The system will allow user to 

make voice conversation. The first step of this research and development is to resolve the technical issue regarding mapping of 

the users system to a unique IP address in order to avoid IP collision, centralized control, and user configuration. In addition, 

voice call will be supported using IP address to allow System to communicate free of cost to each other through p2p or through 

AP. In the past, the goal of telecom engineers was to provide better services at whatever costs. The costs were then being levied 

on the users. To this end, only the rich could afford these services. Over the years, there have been changes to this situation. 

The industries are driving to the better services which are being provided at very low charges to the users.  Recently, telecom 

companies have experienced a significant increased. It leds to a high level of competition amongst them. At the same time, the 

number of users has also grown tremendously. There is a need for better management of resources such as optimization of the 

quality of the services are provided to the users. 

Incoming Call After registered with the server our system runs in the background, user can receive the incoming call 

which is transferred from the server, after picked up the call, user can talk to the called party, there is no delay and noise in the 

sounds. After completing the conversation user can hang up the call. User have the option to make outgoing call to any party 

registered in the server, he need to provide the user name and server name are used to make calls with the other person. If the 

new user registered in the same server, where other user registered then no need to enter the server name, our system 

automatically detects the server and provide outgoing call. After dialing, the user need to wait for other user to pick up the call, 

and after completing conversation user can hang up the call. 

The client-server architecture allows to keep some control over users. On the positive side, it overcomes some of the 

technical issues were associated with the traversing firewalls, and the clients are often behind. On the negative side, both control 

and data paths went through the central servers, scaling the service to millions of users is difficult. The scalability issue is 

particularly difficult for voice chat sessions. As services are beginning, peer-to-peer data paths are being used to support voice-

chat communications. 

For P2P lookup, an ordinary node sends a INVITE or MESSAGE to the attached super node, which acts as a proxy. 

Once the mapping is obtained, it can either proxy or redirect the message. Redirection is the preferred way as it takes the super-

node out of the call loop. 

 
Fig. 10: Voice chat 

IV. REMOTE CONTROL 

Content distribution is a federal one, where the content is distributed from the federal server to all clients requesting the 

document. Clients send request to the centralized server for downloading the file. Server accepts the request and sends  file to 

the client and got response for the request. In most client-server setups; the server is a dedicated computer whose entire purpose 

is to distribute files. Peer-to-peer network describes a typical complex network upon which users connect together according to 

their sharing preference, indicated by the resources they shared. In this critique, we apply diagnostic methods from complex 

networks theory to explore the sharing preference of users as well as the correlations between different reserve categories in a 

real peer-to-peer file sharing system, which is helpful for getting more imminent into rapid development of peer-to-peer network 

applications. The central server securely stores conviction information and defines faith metrics. Since there is no central server 

in most P2P systems, peers systematize themselves to hoard and manage information about each other. In dispersed hash table 

based approaches, each peer becomes a trust holder by storing feedbacks about other peers. The information stored by trust 

holders can be access through DHT efficiently. In formless networks, each peer stores trust data about peers in its neighborhood 

or peers interact to the past. A peer sends trust queries to study trust information of other peers. A trust query is either busy to 
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the network or sent to neighborhood of the inquiry initiator. Generally, calculated trust information is not worldwide and does 

not mirror opinions of all peers. We propose a Self-Organizing Trust model (SORT) that aims to reduce malicious action in a 

P2P system by establishing trust relationships among peers in their propinquity. No priorior data or a trusted peer is used to 

force trust establishment. Peers do not try to gather trust data from all peers. Each peer develops its own limited view of trust 

about the peers interacted to the past. In this way, good. Peers form active trust groups in their immediacy and can isolate 

spiteful peers. 

In SORT, peers are unspecified to be strangers to each other at the commencement. A peer becomes an friend of 

another peer after providing a examine, e.g., uploading a file. If a peer has no contact, it chooses to trust strangers. SORT define 

three trust metrics. Standing metric is calculated based on recommendation. It is significant while deciding about strangers and 

new acquaintances. Reputation loses its consequence as knowledge with an acquaintance increases. Service trust and proposal 

trust are primary metrics to measure dependability in the service and recommendation contexts, correspondingly. The service 

belief metric is used when selecting service provider. The counsel trust metric is essential when requesting recommendations. 

When calculating the standing metric, recommendations are evaluated based on the recommendation conviction metric. A trust 

model for P2P networks is obtainable, in which a peer can develop a trust network in its immediacy. A peer can segregate 

malevolent peers around itself as it develops trust affairs with good peers. Using trust information does not solve all sanctuary 

problems in P2P systems but can augment security and effectiveness of systems. A further issue about SORT is maintaining 

trust all in excess of the network. If a peer changes its point of accessory to the network, it might lose a division of its trust 

network. These issues might be deliberate as a prospect work to expand the trust model. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The purpose of the present study is to check social presence as a mediator of the relationship between the interacts  personal 

attributes and media attributes on perceived learning outcomes. Prior to beginning an online course, students was asked to 

complete a measure of technological self efficacy.  Students then participated in an online course with video lectures that either 

contained an image. At the end of the semester students completed measures about perceived learning, perception of the video 

lectures as useful to learning, perceived interactivity, and felt comfort. 
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